Parent Unloading/Loading in front of Heritage Elementary

Please help keep our kids safe!!

~ **Never** leave your vehicle unattended in the circle drive! **With the exception to K PM pick up**
If you have to leave your vehicle, **PARK** in the designated parking lots! This includes any assemblies or programs!
~ If you arrive before 3:15, please park in the parking lot! **The circle drive must remain open after 9:15 and before 3:15 in case of emergencies. The emergency vehicles would need to enter the circle drive and if cars are parked there, this causes problems for the emergency vehicles. If your child is sick or you are just checking them out during the school day, please know you can pull in front of the school for the short time you will be picking them up.**
~ During high traffic time (drop-off and pick-up) pull as far forward as possible in the circle drive even if this means to the stop sign! Children can walk to your vehicle using the sidewalk.
~ Children are to **EXIT** the passenger side of the vehicle only! **If they exit the driver’s side, this puts them in danger of on-coming vehicles.**
~ **DO NOT PARK** on cross-walks!
~ You may **NO** longer pick your child up on the side of the school, unless you park in the parking lot and use the crosswalks. Children will be held in the front of the school for pickup unless you have parked in the parking lot and have made arrangements for your child to walk safely across to your car in the parking lot.
~ If you are waiting in the line to pull into the circle drive and your child has not come out, please move forward so the next vehicle can move in.
~ Bus zone, **NEVER** cross in front of a bus, and use designated cross-walks.
~ **NEVER** pull your vehicle into the bus parking for any reason!
~ Parents, students, visitors please use crosswalks; walk your bikes, scooters, roller blades, roller skates, etc.

    It’s Unlawful to pull into a handicap parking stall to drop off or pick your child up without the proper permission of legal identification (handicap parking pass).

~ Kindergarten Parents!!! If you walk your child into their classroom, please park your vehicle in the parking lot and use crosswalks to walk your child in. **DO NOT** park in the circle drive and leave your vehicle unattended. If your child is in the PM session, please **DO NOT** arrive before 3:15, if you do, please park in the parking lot, then at 3:15 you may pull into the circle drive and then pick up your child at the gate. It is very important that **ALL** parents follow these safety rules; they are intended to keep **CHILDREN SAFE!!**
It only takes **7 minutes** from the PM bell to clear the circle drive after school. Please be patient so we can keep children safe!!!

**These rules will be enforced beginning Thursday January 2!!!**

*Thank you so much for your cooperation and helping keep Heritage Huskies Safe, Kind, and Responsible!*